Burns Fears New Exposures

Minor Charges Detective Agency Organized
Spy Service for German Imperial Government

WASHINGTON, D.C.--The Workers' Party, which has been investigating the activities of the German Imperial Government, has uncovered new evidence of espionage by the German government.

See Anti-Communist Attack
Collapse in Rutheenberg Trial

A trial of the Rutheenberg family, accused of espionage, collapsed this week after the defense attorney presented evidence of government interference.

Foster Verdict Triumphant for
Communism in United States

The verdict of the Foster trial, in which the defense lawyer presented evidence of government interference, was a triumph for the Workers Party.

Gary Would Have Fascist
Tyranny Here

The Workers' Party has uncovered evidence of government interference in the Gary case. The party is calling for the immediate release of Gary from prison.

N. Y. Call in Conspiracy Against Russia
Also in War on American Communists;
N. Y. Socialists Hold Underground Meeting

The Workers' Party has uncovered evidence of government interference in the N. Y. Call conspiracy against Russia. The party is calling for the immediate release of the defendants from prison.

Militant at Work Among Steel Slaves

The Workers' Party has uncovered evidence of government interference in the steel industry. The party is calling for the immediate release of the defendants from prison.

Down with Imperialism and Fascism!

MANIFESTO OF THE WORKERS PARTY OF AMERICA

WORKINGMEN AND WORKINGWOMEN:

Do you know what is going on in Europe? Do you know that international intrigue in the Near East is determining your wages, your prices, your employment? Do you know that the government is giving you a choice between Fascism and Communism?

Hear the Truth

About Butchakovich

This FRIDAY NIGHT, APRIL 13, 9 o'clock
MANHATTAN LYCEUM, 66 E. 4th St.
SPARK PLUG AND FRAME, 123 W. 113th St., New York.